Abstract-This paper presents a video object detection method under dynamic background with single PTU (pantilt unit) camera. The overall procedure contains two steps. First the moving object is tracked through interactive Mean Shift estimation and PTU control. Camera angular speed is updated online according to the estimated object position, whereby the object can remain in the center area of the image plane. In the second step, the foreground is detected through background subtraction and shape contour. An adaptive correlation thresholding method is applied to mitigate the detection distortion in boundary areas. Variational level set contour is then applied to further remove noises and locate moving areas. Our contribution is to incorporate in this procedure the special property of camera movement on a PTU to realize automatic tracking and efficient background matching for motion detection. As demonstrated in the experiment, the proposed method well outlines the foreground objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is a primary task in video surveillance applications. An automatic, intelligent surveillance system should be able to monitor moving objects within certain areas and extract the most important information. Therefore both tracking and detection are critical to the performance of such a system. Furthermore, the method adopted in each system must take into account the specific camera arrangement. For example, if multiple cameras are placed at different locations with static pose, the tracking process should be able to coordinate these camera outputs so that the detection process knows how to locate useful information. If the system has control over camera movement, usually fewer cameras are required, with increased complexity in software algorithms since the tracking process needs to incorporate camera control and detection has to deal with changing background.
Object detection with fixed camera often takes advantage of static background. A commonly used technique is background subtraction based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [1] . This temporal learning process models different conditions of a pixel at certain position as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Weight, mean and variance values of each Gaussian model can be updated online, and pixels not conforming to any background model are quickly detected. The adaptive learning property makes this technique suitable for realtime applications, and a variety of detection methods are developed combining other spatiotemporal processing [2] - [4] . For object detection with moving cameras, more factors need to be considered. A freely moving camera is usually infeasible in an unmanned surveillance environment due to technical or fiscal constraints. A more practical scheme is to use a PTU camera, where the camera projection center is generally unchanged and the retinal plane is capable of angular movement. In this kind of system, the camera control algorithm for tracking process needs to estimate the angular speed/acceleration of the moving object, and background alignment in different video frames is required for motion detection. In the PTU camera tracking algorithm proposed by Petrov et al. [5] , a linear feedback controller is applied based on the theory of Lyapunov Stability. The control parameters are updated by object position estimated using Mean Shift [6] algorithm. Mean Shift is efficient in locating object position according to the object's color distribution [7] , [8] . However, it can only indicate the approximate position, rather than the shape of the tracked object. Hence further processing is necessary to bring out more accurate information. Among all the features that are useful for shape detection, motion is one of the most essential. The first step for motion detection with a moving camera is background alignment. While traditional optical flow approach is very time-consuming and loses accuracy when the camera has large motions [7] , features such as corners and edges [9] , [10] are often used to estimate the geometric relation between different video frames. In an affine camera model, this relation can be represented by either the fundamental matrix [11] or the homography [10] . We will show in the next section that the fundamental matrix is not suitable for a PTU tracking system, and the multi-layer homography model [12] is unnecessary, because of the special property of the camera movement.
In this paper, we propose an object detection method based on the analysis of PTU camera model. In the tracking process, one PTU camera is used. The linear control algorithm in [5] is used to follow the object's movement. The Mean Shift estimation and the control algorithm work in an interactive way to enhance accuracy and speed up convergence. The moving object can thus always be visible in center area of the image plane. In the detection process, first background is aligned using the homography computed from RANSAC fitting. Then correlation between the video frame and aligned background image is adaptively thresholded according to the distance between each pixel and the estimated object center from Mean Shift. A variational level set method [13] is applied afterwards to contour the outline and remove noises. Experiment on our PTU camera video shows promising results.
II. PTU CAMERA MODEL
This section describes the unique geometric property of a PTU camera model, i.e. the camera projection center remains unchanged while the pan and tilt angles are controllable. The tracking and detection process in our proposed method are designed based on this property.
A. Object tracking Figure 1 (a) illustrates the PTU camera control algorithm proposed in [5] . Focus F denotes the projection center. The image plane is viewed down along its y axis, and is projected on the X-Y world coordinate plane. α is the angle between the object center and X axis, θ is the angle between the image center and X axis, f is the focal length, and x c is the distance between projected object center and image center along x axis. Only pan control is displayed in the figure. The algorithm applies to tilt control similarly.
In the linear feedback controller, the Lyapunov function aims to minimize x c and the difference between estimated object speed and measured object speed. The camera angular speed ω θk , camera angle θ, and estimated distance x c are updated at every time instance,
whereω α is the estimated object angular speed, andα is the estimated object angle. p is a parameter used to control the convergence speed in the dynamic system. ∆t k is the duration of the k-th time interval for control parameters update. Different from [5] where constant time interval is applied, we consider the control delay in the real communication system and adopt noisy interval values in equation (2) to test the performance of our proposed method.
B. Homography
With a moving camera, object detection has to consider the background difference among the video sequence. Background alignment for motion detection is usually implemented by computing the fundamental matrix [11] or homography [10] . However, the fundamental matrix method fails to handle the situation when the camera projection center is not moving. In this case, the computed matrix is singular and it is very sensitive to noises. By contrast, the homography method estimates the direct mapping between corresponding points. And there is no need to worry about the multi-layer homography problem described in [12] since a point on one projection ray will always be projected to a fixed position in the image plane regardless of the depth of this point. As demonstrated in Figure 1 (b) , if a point locates on the ray OP 1 , where O is the projection center, and P 1 is its projected point in image plane C 1 , its projection on image plane C 2 will be P 1 , no matter how far it is from the projection center.
The background alignment results with these two methods are shown in Figure 2 . The alignment process with corner point detection and matching will be introduced in following section. As seen in the ceiling light area, the mismatched pairs in Figure 2 
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of the proposed two step object detection method is demonstrated in Figure 3 . In the tracking process, two modules work interactively. The Mean Shift algorithm provides the measured object position as input for parameters update in PTU camera control, while the updated control parameters provide initial position for Mean Shift at next time instance in order to speed up the convergence. Specifically, the estimated distancex c from equation (3) is provided as initial position for the Mean Shift algorithm to speed up the convergence. And in turn the output x c from Mean Shift is used in equation (1) to update the camera angular speed at next time instance. In the presence of occlusion, the camera will stop moving while the calculated Bhattacharyya coefficient is below certain threshold.
In the detection process, firstly background is aligned with each video frame. A background image necessary for subtraction can be synthesized either from several pre-captured backgrounds [10] , or from some learning methods [14] , [15] using other video frames. In the alignment process, Harris corner finder [9] is applied to detect feature points in both video frame and the background image. Corners in one image find their matches in the other with highest correlation. And mismatched pairs are eliminated by RANSAC fitting, through which the homography is computed:
Here H is the homography, and x , x denote the coordinates of a matched pair in two images. Secondly, the correlation value of each pixel in video frame with aligned background is calculated and thresholded according to its distance from the object center (x c , y c ) estimated by Mean Shift algorithm,
The parameter A and B are predefined constants used to adjust the range of the threshold T . By adopting such an adaptive measure, foreground areas around the object center will have higher threshold and can be more easily detected than boundary areas, where the lighting condition is volatile and the subtraction result is prone to suffer. After thresholding, the variational level set method proposed by Li et al. [13] is applied on the residual image to contour and infill the outline of foreground objects. Noises can be further removed due to the length shrinking property of the evolutional curves. During the implementation of the detection process, multi-resolution strategy is adopted to reduce computation.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results with our PTU (Directed Perception D47) camera tracking system are demonstrated in Figure 4 . Two different video frames are displayed in Figure 4 (b) and (c) to illustrate the tracking result. The walking person in red (courtesy of Dalei Wu) is always visible in center area. Background alignment can be observed in Figure 2 . Correlation threshoding results with constant threshold values are provided for comparison. The threshold value is set to 0.3 (Figure 4  (d) ) and 0.7 (Figure 4 (e) ) respectively. The constants defined in equation (5) are selected such that A = 0.8, and B equals to one fourth of the image diagonal length. As shown in Figure 4 (f) -(g), our adaptive thresholding method is more robust to noises, thus can facilitate the level set contour process. As can be observed from the outline infill result in Figure 4 (h), the proposed detection method contours moving object shapes efficiently, even only intensity values of the video data are processed. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The video object detection method presented in this paper utilizes the special geometric property of PTU camera movement. In the tracking process, Mean Shift and the camera control model work interactively to enhance accuracy and achieve real-time performance. This tracking mechanism centers the object in image plane and provides useful information for detection process. In the detection process, foreground areas are efficiently detected through background alignment and correlation thresholding. The adaptive thresholding scheme works successfully given the tracking position information. Experimental results on intensity data are encouraging. The proposed method is suitable for resource limited surveillance applications.
